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Sending the Signal
Welcome to the 2nd edition of the 2018 Smoke
Signals! It was a busy second quarter - is there ever a
quarter that is not - and you can find all the low
down here on who did what, who’s who in the zoo
and what things you missed!
From learning about plastic to competitions to hikes
to camps, the cubs and scouts at 1st Claremont
have exposure to a fantastic range of activities at a
cost that you simply do not find anywhere else. The
modern world sells what we do for a huge price see Keeping it Real! - which gives a comparison in
modern parlance to what scouts do. For this, the
adult scouters, committee members and other
volunteers can afford to smile at the hype around
Mandela Day and the 67 minutes a year - some
volunteers are putting in far more than 67 minutes a
day, never mind a year.
So, when hikes, camps, competitions and all the
other activities that cubs and scouts do are
organised and offered - ask yourself why you aren’t
there! The consumer driven world might call it
peer-led adventure and charge an arm and leg for a
few hours of it - we just call it the patrol system and
for scouts it can be 560 hours of personal
development with positive results that last a
lifetime!

Pack
Points
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The second term began with seven cubs turning 11 and
going up to scouts, and we quickly filled the places from
our waiting list! Five of the cubs completed their Leaping
Wolf badge, which is a big achievement - well done Zoë,
Holly, Marc, James and Tom!
The highlight of the term was our Signal Hill expedition
with 18 cubs attending. Starting in the Company Gardens,
we walked through town and the Bo-Kaap to the Noon
Gun and then to the top of Signal Hill, where we stayed
overnight at Appleton Scout Campsite. Braam Malherbe
spoke to the cubs about his adventures in rowing across
the Atlantic, and told the cubs about the “Do One Thing”
challenge (DOT) to make a difference to the environment.
The next day the cubs hiked past the granite boulders on
Lions Head, and down the Glen path, ending on Glen
Beach.
The cubs visited the Scout Heritage Museum in
Goodwood, learnt about water safety from a visiting NSRI
speaker, made emergency first aid kits, planted seeds,
made lemonade, took part in the hall work party, and
learnt about 3D printing and laser etching. We always
end the term by making fires, and this time we had an
African theme and cooked samp and beans, boeber, akni
and couscous in potjies.
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Cub Signal Hill Expedition

Cubs
save Plastic!
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This year all cubs in South Africa are
taking part in a national challenge to
reduce plastic waste, especially single
use items like plastic bags and straws.
We had a joint meeting with 1st
Pinelands and 6th Rondebosch packs
at our hall, where Hayley McLellan
from the Aquarium spoke to the cubs
about the impact of plastic waste in
the oceans. The cubs then picked up
waste for recycling on the vacant
bowling club property next door, and
made “eco bricks” by stuffing plastic
waste into cooldrink bottles.
At another meeting, the Cubs were asked to make a pledge to save plastic. Here are their pledges:
Logan: "I pledge to save plastic by using less plastic cooldrink bottles."
Olivia: "I pledge that I won’t use plastic straws, I will reuse bags, and I will use recyclable bottles."
Matthew: "I pledge that I won’t use plastic cups and I’ll use a metal straw."
Jayda: "I pledge to save plastic by stop using plastic straws."
Oliver C: "I promise I won’t use plastic straws at restaurants or plastic bags when I go shopping."
Gabbi: "I pledge to save plastic by picking up plastic on the beach."
James: "I promise to save plastic by not using plastic straws."
Oliver R: "I will stop throwing plastic on the ground."
Mackenzie: "I will recycle plastic into an ecobrick."
Ado: "I will break every plastic straw I see."
Tristan: "I pledge that I will reuse bottles."
Avila: "I promise to save plastic by reusing it."
Aidan: "I promise that I will never ever use plastic."
Eiran: "I promise to save plastic by reusing it."

Cubs
is Fun
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We asked the cubs to write
about what they enjoy about
being a cub. This is what they
had to say:
My Favourite Meeting and
game
My favourite meeting was
when we made French Toast
and lemonade. My favourite
game is bench ball. I liked
when we made / built the
wagon and gave people rides
around the field.
Unsigned
On the first of June I made anewe
friend Named Eran. We plade a
game cold Shark atak. We plade
duster hoky and ower teme one
Unsigned
Duster Hockey is my favourite
thing.
Logan

I LIKE Cubs because
its fun to irritate
Caleb
Ado

I like to come to cubs because I like the
sharck game when a cub goes under the
green mat and pills the other cubs in. The
life savers must triye pill us out befor the
sharck does. If we get saved biy a lifesaver
we become a life saver.
Mackenzie

We played shark attack. I like it because we learned
about water safety. It was also on my birthday! Julia
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Makeing french toast
and lemenade
Matthew

I like cubs because
I love climing trees
Jayda

Cubs is awesome for many
reasons. I really like
hiking and playing games.
Chloé

I love Cubs
because we
play very
fun games

I like dusterhokey
Tristan
I think that cubs is a fun and active. I like cubs because you do
very fun thing like climing trees.
Oliver R
I love cubs, its the best.
Gabbi

I like to come to Cubs because Tim is here and I like the games
and because we do fun activities.
Joel
I wanted to be a cub becuse it seems
soopar fun and super eco friendly!!!!
Aidan

I liked walking up signal hill seeing
the noon gun went !!!!Booom!!!! At noon
I saw the cape town at the bottom of the
city.
Oliver C
On the camp and hike on Signal hill we went on
a long hike to the top. At the top we had lots of very
fun and played some games.
James S
I like cups because theys a nice scout leader ad because
it was fun and it was my first time at a different cubs with
my friend Muckenzie, Oliver so I find it nice cool, Kind scouts.
Tristan (visitor)

I like cubs because they do fun
activietys
and becose my friends are here.
Eiran
I enjoyed the hike up signill
hill, Sea rescue, the game
we played today, two
more words
the end.
Juliet

Cubs is Awesome!! The End
Ryan

Cubs
saving Water
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Meet the Pack Scouters
Ian Webb - “Akela” - Pack Scouter
Ian has been at 1st Claremont in many roles since starting here as a cub, and
for the last four years he has been involved in running the pack, most of that
time as Akela. He was a Springbok Scout, started South Africa’s national
scout website when he was a student (and is still involved in running it), and
spent six months working at the World Scout Bureau in Switzerland. His
scouting highlight was attending the World Scout Moot in Sweden. He is
married to Carol and he has a daughter who is a cub and a son who recently
went up to scouts. In his spare time he works as a software developer.

Fraser Hewson - “Baloo” - Assistant Pack Scouter
Fraser has been helping to run the pack since his son joined as one
of the “founding cubs” when we re-opened the cub pack in July 2014. He has
been the driving force behind our two most recent camps - Gold Mining and
Mission to Mars. He was born in South Africa but grew up in Canada and the
United States and returned to South Africa a few years ago. He is married to
Karen and is enthusiastic about games, tinkering, and technology. He works
in IT.

Kath Kenyon - “Bagheera” - Assistant Pack Scouter
Most of the cubs and parents know Kath especially well because she works
individually with cubs completing their interest badges. She joined as an
assistant about three years ago after her son joined the pack (he is now a
scout), and her daughter (age 5) tags along as our honorary and unofficial
“cublet”. She is married to Justin. Her enthusiasm for cubbing is not
surprising given her career as a remedial teacher.

Maurits van Bever Donker - “Kaa” - Assistant Pack Scouter
Maurits has been an APS for the past year and before that assisted the pack
as a cub parent along with his wife Kirstin. His son recently went up to
scouts, his daughter is currently a cub, and his younger son is in line to join
cubs soon. He is a Senior Lecturer and Research Manager at UWC.

Troop Tales
In the second quarter of 2018 we expanded the troop well past our maximum of 32
scouts due to the investiture of seven cubs from our pack, two newcomers and two
scouts from 3rd Pinelands. To all these new scouts we extend a warm welcome and
we trust you will enjoy your years with the troop.
The quarter started with a family camping/ hiking trip in the Cederberg. This year we
stayed at Kliphuis campsite which opened new vistas in hiking and cultural
experiences for us. The more experienced scouts joined Matthew Gammon on his
First Class hike and the remaining adults and scouts hiked down the route to meet
his party on the second day. We also completed a 12km day hike of the Kliphuis peak
and visited the rock art trail at Sevilla in the Biedouw valley.
We sent three teams to the Upton Shield, the junior hiking competition which ended
at Hawequas. The teams were selected to give a wide range of experience. Despite
this we finished 7th, 10th and 11th out of more than 60 teams which was a excellent
result.
We awarded First Class badges to Rebecca Sparg and Matthew Gammon and it is
heartening to have scouts who have achieved this important milestone in their scout
advancement.

Troop Tales
We completed a day hike up Table Mountain for junior scouts which was maybe less
well attended than we hoped. Hiking is a progressive experience and one which can
carry substantive risk. A scout who has not participated in day hikes and whom we
have not been able to evaluate as to their hiking fitness and equipment will not be
allowed to participate in the more advanced hiking activities. Junior scouts are thus
encouraged to attend as many day and shorter hikes as possible so as to be able to
participate in the more adventurous hikes.
Swifts and Bats both held patrol camps (at Glencairn and Appleton respectively). Both
camps were successful (if a bit wet at times) and in fact represent some of the first
patrol camps which were not run by a senior scout for their First Class. We expect
each patrol to have two patrol camps a year and it is great to see our senior scouts
take up the challenge and organise camps and hikes at patrol level.

The Court of Honour
The workings of a scout troop are deliberately youth-led, which is made possible by
patrols headed up by a patrol leader. It is the one aspect that sets scouts apart from
any other ‘club’ or ‘society’, and the core of any patrol system in a troop is the Court
of Honour. This is a team comprised of all the patrol leaders in a troop. In 1st
Claremont, these people are Caleb Serafin (Boks), Natasha Roomes (Swifts), Justin
Cheney (Eagles) and myself (Bats). David Knight, our troop scouter, is the final
member of the Court of Honor, and is present in meetings to guide us if necessary.
APLs are invited to formal COHs to ensure smoother transition. In many troops the
Court of Honour has no real authority. 1st Claremont’s Court of Honour, however, is
pivotal in decisions such as competition teams, discipline within the troop, the annual
programme and activities during meetings.
We meet after troop meetings every few weeks to discuss how everything is going
within the patrols, and also attend formal Courts of Honour, in which matters that
need more discussion are handled. Term One was introductory for the new team.
Elections for Court of Honour chairperson and scribe – whose respective jobs are to
ensure meetings run on time and to correctly document the happenings of the longer
meetings – also took place, resulting in Justin as scribe and myself as chairperson.
Term Two marked the end of the new Court of Honour's 'introduction'. It was
dominated by the allocation of new scouts to the different patrols. The arrival of
twelve new members ranked high as far as priorities go! We also decided that all the
patrols would aim to achieve
Gold Star Star Patrol – an award
given to patrols that fulfill a demanding
but exciting quota of camps,
hikes and other activities.
Rebecca Sparg
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A hike up Skeleton Gorge
We arrived at the foot of the mountain in a flurry with our bags packed
with all the essentials for hiking. We started up the mountain a few
minutes after the last person had arrived. While the moms chatted
behind us we raced to the front with rocks in our hands looking oh so
innocent then we (the children) each found a bag that was just a crack
open and popped them all in (I found quite a few in my bag when I got
home).
On the way up we learnt a few things about hiking that a scout ought to
know, while savagely wolfing our sandwiches and snacks down. After a
while (I don’t know how long) we got to the ladder, still full of energy as
all children should be and climbed up it. We got to the top of the
mountain at a reasonably good time for people who took a few breaks
along the way. We were supposed to have lunch only then, but
personally I think most of the children had finished theirs already.
After a good lunch break and a talk on maps we headed down to
Nursery Ravine. While we walked down the path we learnt about the
history of the name “Nursery Ravine” and chatted in general. After a
while we came across a weird moss called Old man’s beard and we
learnt why it grew there (we also made beards out of it and sadly didn’t
look like old men). Finally but happily we made our way down the last
stretch of the hike. At the bottom we all said our goodbyes and then
headed home hoping for a good supper and a well earned sleep.
Holly Raine

Cederberg Family Camp
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Over the long weekend at the end of April scouts and families went camping at Kliphuis in Cape
Nature’s Cederberg Wilderness Area. We had 10 sites in the campground including one for the group –
this is where the scouts made big fires. Over the five days, Matthew G did his first class hike with the
seniors, while the juniors did advancements. There were daily hikes, which parents and siblings could
join, and we did a group outing to Traveller’s Rest for the Sevilla Rock Art Trail - a 5km trail along the
Bradewyn River with nine rock art painting sites. The bonus on this day was a swim in the river as
there is a deep pool with jumping rocks right near the restaurant. Another bonus of camping at
Kliphuis is that it is right beside Rocklands, a world class bouldering site. Scouts could explore and
climb amongst the stunning sandstone rock formations while also watching climbers perform like
Spiderman (but with crash mats underneath). At night Jonathan, one of the Scouters, took us hunting
for scorpions with a UV light. With all this there was still time for board and card games, soccer and
boule. The camp was so amazing and everybody loved it.
Jack Craddock
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First Aid Interest Badge
Over two weekends during this last term six of the senior scouts took part in the First Aid Interest
badge course. The first weekend took place at the Gilpine Training Centre on the 21 st and 22 nd of
March. We learnt valuable skills, saw some very ‘lovely’ pictures (Doc tried to traumatize us with
those pictures) and we brought up the 1st Claremont argument of ‘not everybody dies of shock’.
Let’s just say there was a huge debate after that was mentioned!
The second weekend took place over the 12 th and 13th May (some mothers didn’t have their kids
to celebrate Mother’s day with). On the Saturday we covered the stuff we didn’t go over on the
first weekend and the highlight of that day was when they were demonstrating how to properly
use a spine board and I was flipped upside-down (I trust my fellow scouts way too much!). The
Sunday was used to test our knowledge. We had a test in the morning then straight after it we had
emergency scenes. The patients looked like they were having a lot of fun.
All in all, we learnt a lot, nobody failed the course and we have climbed up in the First Aid Food
Chain with our level 2s.
The most important thing that we learnt from the course was , “People don’t need to make up first
aid stories, scouts do that for you.” - Doc (Peter Niddrie)
Natasha Roomes

Silent film cowboy star Fred Thompson and his horse Silver King demonstrate for Boy Scouts how to use a
first aid kit in 1928. Photo courtesy of Johnson
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Boks’ First Class Camp
On Saturday April 14th, the Boks Patrol set out for Signal Hill, where Caleb, Boks’ Patrol Leader, would be
holding his First Class camp. Upon arrival, we pitched our tents in the Appleton campsite, where we would be
staying overnight. The four of us, which included myself, Caleb, Matthew Gammon and Bianca, were soon
treated to an exciting (albeit terrifying for some) visit by a young Cape Cobra, which had been spotted and
captured for its safe release outside of the property by a resident of the campsite.
Once we had settled in and prepared a lunch for our upcoming hike, we met four interesting boys from
Khayelitsha as part of Matthew’s First Class Friendship Activity, who joined us on our hike up to the peak of
Lion’s Head. We ate lunch on the rocks before returning to the campsite and bidding farewell to our guests.
Within no time, we constructed a raised flagpole and a gateway which sported our patrol banner, putting to
use our new pioneering skills. Whatever lashings we didn’t know before taking part in this camp, we certainly
know now! Of course, we managed to fit in plenty of advancement between all the fun and games, and this
camp was definitely a boost in our number of new Pathfinders this term! Finally, as it got dark, we prepared a
meal of a chicken and vegetarian stew and learned how to make bread in a pot – scouting at its very best! A
dangerous [not physically dangerous] game of Truth or Dare was played before we retired to our tents for the
night.
On Sunday, we received a surprise visit from Jonathan and David, before having a discussion [Scout’s Own +
AIDS discussion] and completing a number of advancement tasks. We learned every whipping, splicing and
knot in the book! We soon had another surprise visit – this time from another member of the local wildlife, a
tortoise! We found our new slow, leaf-munching friend to be very entertaining – we [Bianca and I] watched it
for almost half an hour before it finally disappeared into a bush near the edge of the mountain. Nearing
lunch-time, we packed up our tents and our gear, and said goodbye to Appleton and Signal Hill.
It was a truly memorable camp indeed, and I’m sure you’ll agree when I say this camp has helped us get closer
to our ultimate goal – the term trophy, also known as the M.O.S.C.I.P trophy! Go Bokmakieries!
Rozanna Clark
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Matthew’s First Class Hike
Matthew’s First Class Hike happened on a troop Cederberg trip to Kliphuis from 28-29 April 2018.
The first day started in a small town near Wuppertal called Brugkraal. We started hiking along the
fire break which soon met the donkey track. This is where donkey carts are shuttled back and forth
taking supplies to villages. Hiking along the road was slow, because of constant breaks to let carts
pass and the challenge of finding an unclear path. Once we had located the path we were in Cape
Nature territory, which was a better sign posted route. We hiked along this path for about 8km to
the small village of Heuningvlei. We took a few breaks for lunch and to locate ourselves on the map,
but kept up a good hiking pace after the slow start on the donkey track. Morale was kept high by
Simpiwe’s comments and humorous observations. We arrived just outside Heuningvlei at around
17:00 and after consultation with the locals we found a place to set up camp. About an hour after
our arrival it began to get dark and we started cooking dehydrated curry and rice for dinner. After a
long day of hiking this was very rewarding.
Fortunately it did not rain, but in the morning
we found a substantial amount of dew
covering the tents. After a breakfast of Oatso
Easy, we packed up the tents and started the
second day of hiking. This day’s hike involved
long uphills, but we never strayed off the track.
Again, there were a few short breaks for
locating ourselves on the map, but due to the
fact that it was a Sunday, no donkey carts
passed. We hiked around the same distance as
the previous day. We passed a rocky outcrop
with a few boulders that had top rope climbing
anchors and took a 200m path that lead to a
rare Cedar tree. From the tree, it was a short
hike to a parking lot around 1km from Kliphuis
which was the end of the hike.
Simon Bean

Upton
Shield 2018
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Upton Shield is an annual hiking competition
for junior scouts who are under the age of
fourteen and a half. This year we hiked from
the old Hawequas Forest Station to the
Hawequas Scout Campsite, which was
approximately 6.7km. Upton Shield was an
exciting and useful learning experience.
We had to complete different bases along the
way. There were a variety of bases, such as
knotting, first aid, cooking and some creative
activities like drawing a panoramic sketch.
Some of the bases were quick and easy
whereas some were challenging. These
activities put our skills and teamwork to the
test. The teams also had to factor in time
management.
For our team on Upton, we were the Team A of
1st Claremont. My team included Zac, Alex and
Ephraim. This is the second time I have been
on this competition and I think that our troop
has improved a lot. All our teams were placed
in the top eleven. All the scouts on this year’s
competition had a chance to meet new people
and learn new skills and I think everyone
enjoyed it.
Rachel Cilliers
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Rupe the Troop Snoop
Welcome back to Rupe the Troop Snoop, your local prying eye, always ready to shine his light into the
darkest corners of your scouting career….
The second quarter opened with new meaning being given to the word “foodies” when Simoinker
accepted a challenge to eat “the rest” of the pork sausages. After the lip smacking first two, Simoinker
got down to real business and ate another two but then succumbed to “over challenged” status and
almost left food behind. Reminded however of scout law number 3, Simoinker rallied his courage and
snuffled his way through the last two porkers. Taunted by the challenge of Simoinker, Simchilli rose to
the challenge of eating two errant chillis left by some nameless person (who, we understand, was
watching from the sidelines!) on the table in the Cederberg. Simchilli manfully stuck both chillis in his
mouth - a feat that lasted all of five seconds! Undaunted by the shock, Simchilli took the challenge a step
further and rubbed his eye with a chilli flavoured hand. The tears in his eyes were those of joy at
bettering the challenge laid down to him by the other scouts!
Staying with food exploits, a certain mammalian-linked patrol
under the intrepid leadership of a certain sparky scout recently
planned (the term is used in its widest meaning) a patrol camp.
Upon arrival at the campsite, it was duly noted that there was a
shortage of cooking utensils - primarily the things in which
cooking is done. Such a shortage in fact that the proposal was to
cook food for nine in a kettle! Both embarrassment and the kettle
and were saved by the timely arrival and good grace of a visiting
adult scouter who procured pots from the hall. The prevention of
embarrassment was shortlived as the full story is now revealed by
your local snoop!
The ability to forget your pots exceeds that of a previous nameless
scout (she is now a Springbok Scout) who managed to forget the
First Aid kit on a patrol camp (where naturally injuries occurred)
and indeed that of a scouter who, it is revealed for the first time,
once forgot his sleeping bag!
That’s it for this edition but wherever you are, whatever you do,
remember….. you are being watched!

Rupe, the Troop Snoop

Reflections
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The world of scouts is a rich tapestry which is constantly changing. In ‘Reflections’ we pick an
aspect of scouting to discuss briefly.
Scouts in South Africa, unlike countries such as the UK and US, struggle with funding. It is
unsupported by the State and Lotto funding is almost impossible to obtain for day to day
functioning. For various reasons, including the result of underfunding, there is no comprehensive
national database of members (something that is currently being addressed via Scouts Digital).
When approaching funders, scouts need to able to show not only numbers but also that they make
a difference in the lives of scouts. This is not something that is easy to prove. In the US, the BSA
(Boy Scouts of America) frequently use the statistic around astronauts and their link to scouts. In
South Africa however, the lack of alumni network and status occupations such as astronauts
means we have no equivalent statistic to use. Eagle Scout in the US carries enormous significance
even outside the world of scouting. Springbok Scout in South Africa does not carry the same social
significance.
The Springbok Scout itself is an exclusive award (it is estimated that only about 0.05% of scouts
achieve this award). On the other hand, First Class - while still only achieved by relatively few
scouts - is an attainable level of advancement that marks a key point in the life of a scout. In
reaching First Class, scouts have taken responsibility to plan, run and report on activities such as
camps and hikes. They have taken sole responsibility for younger scouts in the outdoors and they
have done so through a planning process that takes into account the various factors. First Class is,
in short, the point at which scouts can claim to have made a difference in the life of a scouts. As
such we wish to see every one of our scouts who stays in scouts achieve First Class. We will know
then that we have made a difference to that scout. And in so doing we will help all scouts in South
Africa.

Scouter
Notes
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The Troop has said goodbye to Madita who is
returning to Germany after her year in South
Africa. Madita was a pleasure to have at the troop,
contributing innovative programmes and a great
deal of laughter to both the adult scouters and the
scouts. We wish her well in her return home and
her future career.

Training News:
Like scouts, scouters also have “advancement”. Training starts with the Warrant Stage 1 which is
valid for 18 months. After this, a scouter must undergo Warrant Stage 2 training. A warrant (a
warrant is authorisation by Scouts SA that the adult is a competent adult scouter) after Stage 2
training is valid for up to 5 years and can be renewed on a limited basis only thereafter. Final
training for a scouter is the Wood Badge. This course lasts several weekends and also has
additional requirements such as evaluation of programmes run by the scouter. As such Wood
Badge can take an extended period to achieve, it can be thought of as the Springbok Scout for
adults.
Few scouters actually achieve Wood Badge and this year is the first year in three years that the
Wood Badge course has been run. It is heartening then that 1st Claremont has three scouters on
this year’s Wood Badge course. Ian is doing the cub version of the Wood Badge while David and
Susan are doing the scout version. Much of the course is the same with breakaway sessions for
the different subsections of the badge. Although our records are patchy to say the least, we do not
think that we have had so many scouters on a Wood Badge course as far back as the 1960s at the
earliest and possibly not even then.
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Meet the Troop Scouters
David Knight - Troop Scouter
As TS, David is responsible for the overall functioning of the troop. He is
a fully warranted scouter. He was a cub and scout at 1st Claremont way
back when (really way back!), is a member of the Cederberg Senior
Scout Adventure Committee and a Springbok Hike examiner.. He has
two sons who were both scouts at the troop. He works as a legal adviser
at Metropolitan in Bellville but many scouts believe it is just another
place he does scouts!
Jonathan Webb - Assistant Troop Scouter
Jonathan has been in scouts since a long time ago and is currently on
his third session as an adult scouter with more than 10 years of service
behind his belt. He is a fully warranted scouter. He works as an
engineer.
Susan Gammon
Susan is a fully warranted scouter but was not herself in scouts. She
joined scouts because she had had two children at scouts, one of
whom, Emily, obtained her Springbok Scout and is currently also at ATS
at the troop. Susan has judged at Gordon Shield and recent was a first
time judge on the Rayner Trophy.
Luke Neville - Assistant Troop Scouter
Luke joined scouts when he was eleven after his brother convinced him
it was a good idea. Since that first night, Luke has been a loyal member
of the troop and has seen it shrink and grow and take on many forms
under a number of different Troop Scouters. Luke eventually went on to
get his Springbok Scout award under the guidance of Nick and David
and with the help of the troop. He is currently studying towards a B.Sc.
Computer Science at UCT, and helps as an Assistant Troop Scouter
when he isn't travelling.
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Meet the Troop Scouters
Josh Fieggen - Assistant Troop Scouter
Josh is an ATS who has been with first Claremont since he joined as a junior
in 2009 (when the troop was single digits!). He was previously a cub at 3rd
Claremont. He is currently a medical student at UCT and is very appreciative
of scouts’ contribution to both his education as well as his development.
Robyn Muirhead - Assistant Troop Scouter
Robyn was previously a scout at 3rd Pinelands and joined the troop a few
years ago when she moved into the area. She has staffed the Senior Scout
Adventure.
Emily Gammon - Assistant Troop Scouter
Emily was a scout at the troop and the first girl to achieve Springbok at 1st
Claremont. Emily is currently a first year student at Stellenbosch University
and hope to study medicine in the future. She is one of resident first aid
experts and is always happy to help an injured scout.
John Naicker - Assistant Troop Scouter
John joined us a few years ago as a “walk-in”. He has not previous experience
in scouts but was a teacher and is currently the CEO of a company which
teaches robotics to children. John has introduced our scouts to such diverse
activities as story telling and different types of theatre as well as robotics.
John is currently in Johannesburg for a few months on business.
Michael Knight - Assistant Troop Scouter
Michael joins the scouters upon turning 18. Michael is a Springbok Scout and
is currently in matric at Cedar House. He plans to work in the USA on scout
camps next year and get some travelling under his belt.
Junior Kathe
Junior is a former scout at 1st Claremont who has rejoined the troop as a
scouter after a break from scouts. Junior is currently completing matric.
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Committee Considerations
Understanding the Committee
The Scout Group Committee consists officially of the Scout Group Leader, the Secretary, the
Treasurer, the Troop Scouter and the Pack Scouter. Other members are optional but no less critical. In
this edition we look a little more closely at the Scout Group Leader.
A few years ago, the Scout Group Leader did not exist. Instead there were two functions: the Group
Scouter (who headed the uniformed scouters) and the Chairman (who chaired the then Scout
Committee). Scouting in South Africa is currently going through a period of change as a result of a
series of proposed changes introduced a few years ago. These changes were far reaching, part of a
revision called Rev-It, and are still being introduced and bedded down.
One of the changes was to merge the function of the Group Scouter and the Chairman which resulted
in the Scout Group Leader. The functions of the Scout Group Leader are defined by Scouts SA and are
demanding as they include being involved with both the Cub Pack and the Scout Troop. The role of the
SGL is not however to run either branch - it is to ensure that they are being run effectively by the Pack
and Troop Scouters and to support the scouters in their roles. The SGL also chairs the monthly
committee meetings.
Given the key role of the SGL in both the functioning of the Committee and oversight of the Pack and
Troop it is clearly a key role. As such, the SGL plays a pivotal role in the success of the Group as a
whole and it is clearly important to to get the right person for the function. The SGL is required to hold
a warrant from Scouts SA and thus must also be prepared to give up a small amount of time for
training.
We currently do not have a warranted SGL, something which the Committee is hoping to rectify in the
future as we look to find a suitable candidate to lead the Group.
The second quarter
The Committee installed additional lighting alongside the Thelma side of the hall. Additional lighting
was also installed in the basement and the light switch for the basement was moved into the
basement. New floodlights were installed in the alleyway (on the old bowling club side of the hall) and
additional floodlights were installed at the back of the hall for outside evening activities. The hall is
now well lit all round which increases the safety around the hall and also makes evening activities
more accessible.
We continue to experience issues with drainage due to blocked gutters and while the low rainfall of
the last few years has made this less of an issue, the average rainfall of this year has raised the
importance of ensuring that water drains away from the hall and particularly the basement which is
often damp due to its partially subterranean nature. Resolving the drainage issue will take some time
due to the complex nature and costs involved.
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There seems to be a lot of confusion in scouting circles over the rise of modern activities, outdoor
pursuits and their new terms, as well as questions about how we can incorporate these new-fangled
ideas into our programme so that we can stay relevant in the modern age. Parents are rapidly
becoming aware that young people need more than just school education and so are looking at
extra-curricular education providers (usually at a very high price) to develop an ever-growing list of
complex sounding skills, abilities and characteristics.
All these terms have been taken from websites and/or brochures from companies specialising in
non-traditional education and training.
Terminology:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

Team building: Being in scouts
Social bonding session: Being in scouts
Socialisation of peer groups: The patrol system
Peer instruction and leadership: The patrol system
Peer management: The patrol system
Peer-led adventure: Get the PL to run the activity
Peer-led social bonding: The patrol goes bowling
Peer education: Get the PL to teach them
Unstructured play: Free time at camp
Introducing personal risk awareness and personal
risk management: Being in Scouts
Developing a growing awareness of risk in activities:
knife, axe and saw or just about any activity.
Building character through volunteering: The service
bit of any of the award scheme levels.
Helping personal development via a managed and
manageable system of escalating personal
challenges: Being in scouting from Beaver to
Network and doing just about anything
Back to Nature holidays: Camping
Wild Experience weekends: Camping
Survival weekend Camping
Eco-holidays: Camping
Minimal impact vacation: Camping
Peer-group living: Camping in patrols
Glamping: Camping with electric lights
Extreme survival weekend: Camping under a tarp
Ultimate survival weekend: Camping under a tarp
out of phone range
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24. Zombie survival weekend: Camping when some idiot
forgot to bring the coffee
25. Transitioning from family unit control to
self-control: A young person going camping and getting
the help to get over homesickness.
26. Transitioning from external actualisation to
self-actualisation: Being at camp and realising that you
have to do it yourself
27. Barbecue: Cooking at camp
28. Live flame cookery: Cooking at camp
29. Pyro-Gastronomy: Cooking at camp
30. Developing skills in nutrition and diet: "Explorers.
You're sorting the food for the camp."
31. Developing skills in planning and organisation: “Get
the gear sorted for the camp”
32. Developing project and people management skills:
“PL, Get the tents up and campsite sorted . Give me a
shout if you need some advice.”
33. Wild Swimming: Having a swim at camp
34. Open water bathing: Having a swim at camp
How to incorporate all this into our programme? We've
been doing it since 1907!
As seen on Facebook

Help!
Scouts is a volunteer organisation and the strength of any Group rests on the volunteers. The
scouters are all volunteers (often referred to as uniformed volunteers) who give up time to organise
and run the scouting activities, attend training and generally take responsibility, within the
framework of scouting, to develop the cubs and scouts to be better people and citizens.
It takes considerably more to run a Group than just running the branches (cubs, scouts and rovers).
The Scout Group Committee performs the key function of providing the infrastructure, equipment,
grounds, finances and publications that make the Group work.
Volunteers not only get personal satisfaction from the work but contribute to their own personal
development by volunteering at scouts. Contributing to a highly successful Scout Group helps the
volunteer develop as a person with benefits in their personal and professional lives. And it isn’t
necessarily highly demanding work - the more volunteers we get, the more the work load is spread
out.

Join the Smoke Signals Editorial Team
We need a cub parent to work with our editorial team for cub material for Smoke Signals.
Time needed: A few hours every quarter to collect content and photos. A few more hours when
Smoke Signals is being edited to ensure the cub content is laid out according to our guidelines.
Expertise needed: None really. Smoke Signals is produced on Google Slides and edited online. No
versions, no emails.
Communication: With the Pack scouters to collect content and photo’s. With the current editorial team
via Whatsapp.
Meetings: Few and far between - maybe one a year.
Interested? Contact David on 076 405 9042 and he will put you in contact with the editorial team.
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Contact Us:
1stclaremont@gmail.com
Website: The Troop website is at
https://1stclaremont.org.za/
We are also on Facebook where we
regularly post pictures and discuss
activities. Search for ‘1st Claremont
Scouts’.

